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Abstract

This report describes the design, the construction anda testing of a system set-up for the measurement of
gas transport, ideated at CIEMAT, and its applicaion to study mixtures of candidate buffer materials for
Low-Medium Level Waste Repositories. The measure of the gas.flows is carrieda on by mass flow meters
of several ranges, white the pressure of the applied within teh sample is controlled. Two National Instrument's
acquisition system that permits the control and recording of the parameters. A specific application developed
for this test, with National Instruments LabWIEW DSC, permits to mange the system. A client interface
lets to follow the experiment course from a remote location through Internet.

Desarrollo de un Equipo para Medir las Propiedades de Transporte de Gases: Aplicación al
Estudio de Mezclas de Materiales Candidatos para Almacenamientos de Residuos

Radiactivos de Media y Baja Actividad
Martín, P.L., Barcala, J.M., J.C. Oller

48 pp. 15 figs. 21 refs.

Resumen

Este informe describe el diseño, construcción y pruebas de un sistema de medida de transporte de gas,
ideado en el CIEMAT, y su aplicación al estudio de mezclas de materiales candidatos para la construcción
de almacenamientos de residuos radiactivos de media y baja actividad. La medida de los flujos de gas se
realiza mediante caudalímetros másicos de diferentes rangos, mientras se controla el gradiente de presión
aplicado a la muestra. El sistema de adquisición de datos del experimento que permite el control y registro
de los parámetros está formado por dos tarjetas de adquisición de National Instrument instaladas en un PC,
bajo el SO W95. La aplicación software para gestionar el sistema de control se ha desarrollado con Lab VIEW
DSC. Esta incluye una interfase cliente que permite seguir el experimento desde cualquier equipo remoto
conectado a Internet.





1 introduction: background and objectives

In the Spanish repository concept (ENRESA, 1995; 1997)., carbon steel canisters

containing spent nuclear fuel will be placed in large diameter disposal drifts drilled

into the walls of the repository tunnels. The space around each canister will be filled

with pre-compacted bentonite blocks. Over time, the bentonite blocks will draw in the

surrounding groundwater and will swell, closing up any construction joints. Because

of the important buffering effect of the bentonite on the local water chemistry, this

barrier is usually referred to as the bentonite buffer. The carbon steel waste canisters

are expected to have a very substantial life in the repository environment. However,

for the purposes of performance assessment, one must consider the possible impact

of penetration of the canisters by water.

The use of sand-bentonite mixtures and natural clays as engineered soil barrier

materials has become relatively common in the construction of landfill liner systems

— to a very large extent because of their low permeability characteristics and also

because of their chemical buffering capability. The use of swelling clays as buffer and

backfill material is also favoured in high level nuclear waste isolation repositories.

The swelling of the initially partly saturated buffer material upon contact with ground

water would provide sealing of any micro fissures, fissures and cracks introduced in

the placement of the buffer and/or backfill. Since these materials are constructed and

placed in situ in the partly saturated state, water uptake and resultant properties and

characteristics of these materials are important features which contribute to their

integrity and engineering performance. In particular, one is concerned with the long-

term stability of the barrier system and the capability of the system to maintain its

primary function as a barrier against transport of fugitive pollutants.

1.1 Stability of the barrier

Integral in the assessment of stability of the barrier system is the capability of the

barrier system to maintain its function. Included in the many conditions that will face

the liner material in leachate control are: (1) partly saturated flow i.e. flow into the

initially partly saturated soil-liner material of leachate (sometimes called the 'wetting

process'); and (2) changes in the energy status of the soil-water system which

constitutes the placed liner material. The former is cast in terms of chemical and
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physical interactions which need study in respect to establishment of thermodynamic

equilibrium of the soil-water system, and the latter can be studied in terms of the

energy status of the soil-water via considerations of the soil-water potential and/or

the pore-water pressure.

1.2 Gas generation

Assuming that available oxygen has been flushed out of the repository or consumed

in chemical reactions, corrosion of the steel inner of each canister under anoxic

conditions will lead to the formation of hydrogen. Radioactive decay of the waste and

the radiolysis of water will produce some additional gas. Depending on the gas

production rate and the rate of diffusion of gas molecules in the pores of the clay

barrier, it is possible that the solubility limit of the gas will be exceeded. The gas

would then accumulate in the void-space of each canister until its pressure becomes

sufficiently large for it to enter the bentonite (Horseman, 1996).

Although more realistic corrosion kinetic data but also long-term corrosion data must

be necessary, it say that the gas problem is an essential issue for the long-term

performances of the clay barrier and for the disposal safety.

1.3 Intermediate-Low Level Waste Repository (ILLWR)

Intermediate-low level radioactive wastes, such as fuel cladding waste, channel

boxes, core components from decommissioning of nuclear power plants and

reprocessing facilities, include relative long-lived radionuclides.

Anaerobic corrosion and microbial degradation of metallic materials and organic

wastes disposed in the ILLWR will produce a large amount of gas. For example,

hydrogen gas will be generated by corrosion of metallic wastes, steel containers and

steel reinforcement structures in a repository. If the gas rates throughout the

engineered barriers and the geosphere are very low, gas pressure build up in the

Engineered Barrier System (EBS) or the disposal emplacement. Consequently, these

phenomena may lead to the following critical events, which could significantly

influence the performance of the disposal system:



B Excess gas/water pressure causes stresses on the EBS components leading to

mechanical failures.

• Gas pressure pushes contaminated water out from the waste packages and the

disposal emplacement to the geosphere.

B Escaping gas transports volatile radionuclide through the EBS and the

surrounding geological barrier

A precise evaluation of gas behaviour in and around the facility is considered to be

essential for design and construction of the disposal system and its performance

assessment.

1.4 Objectives

This report describes the mass flow measurement system set-up, including the set of

calibration data sheets of the instrumentation, and the experimental procedure to

perform controlled pressure gas injection experiments on pre-compacted samples

sand-bentonite mixtures and natural clays bentonite using nitrogen as a gaseous

permeate.



2 Materials for the EBS

The essential function of the EBS, to re-establish the isolation characteristics of the

host geological formation, is assured by the installation of sealing, both material in

the neighbourhood of the canister and in the access drifts.

The sealing material must accomplish a set of characteristics that assure the

performance of the repository. So, this material needs a high porosity, as well to

provide an immediate sorption capacity and to retard the radionuclide migration, as to

condition completely the chemistry of the free water in the site. Also, it must minimise

the water transfers from the host rock to the waste canister, estabilize mechanically

the EBS and regulate thermally the repository (ENRESA, 1998).

The effects of an excessive gas-pressure in the near field (desaturation, fissures, and

generation of preferential pathways) can affect its function and alter its sealing

capacity.

2.1 Tested reference materials

The tests have been performed in a Spanish bentonite and a sand-Japanese

bentonite mixture.

2.1.1 Spanish materials

Spanish bentonite is coming from the Cortijo de Archidona deposit (Almería, Spain)

which has been selected by ENRESA as suitable material for the backfilling and

sealing of HLW repositories. It is the same than the clay used for the FEBEX Project

in the in-situ (Grimsel, Switzerland) and the mock-up (Madrid, Spain) tests (ENRESA

1998). The processing at the factory has consisted in disaggregation and gently

grinding, drying at 60 °C and sieving by 5 mm.

This bentonite has a content of montmorillonite higher than 90 %. Besides, it contains

variable quantities of quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, calcite and opal-CT

(cristobalite-trydimite). Silica minerals, carbonates and the other accessory minerals

in the bentonite are included in coarse fractions.



2.1.2 Japanese materials

The tested clay is a Japanese bentonite of reference Kunigeru V1 (Martín et al,

2000), received in CIEMAT, supplied by Obayashi (Tokyo, Japan).

Institute Eduardo Torroja supplied the sand from Segovia. It has a quartz content

higher than 98 %. Several calibrated sizes of sand were provided and the

appropriated quantities have been mixed to obtain the size distribution proposed by

the Japanese team.

2.1.3 Material conditioning

The materials were prepared by mixing the appropriate quantity of sand and clay to

obtain 200 g of sand/clay mixture of 80/20 proportion in a dry weight basis; then

distilled water was added and mixed to obtain the required state of saturation. The

samples were formed by static uniaxial compaction; the final dimensions of the

specimen obtained were checked, and after testing, its water content was determined

by oven drying.

2.2 Mechanical behavior of natural expansive material

Bentonite mixtures that are pre-compacted to a high clay dry density will have large

swelling pressure. Such clay material will therefore display a commensurately large

gas entry pressure. There is evidence to suggest that the capillary threshold for gas

entry into the initially saturated clay is of such a large magnitude that normal two

phase flow, accompanied by the direct displacement of the pore-water, is impossible.

This can be explained by the extreme narrowness of the inter-particle spaces in

buffer bentonite, the very strong physico-chemical interaction between water

molecules and the clay surface (i.e. surface adsorption and cation hydration forces),

and the impossibly large meniscus curvatures associated with gas penetration of

original porosity.

The passage of a gas phase through the initially water-saturated buffer clay must

only be possible if the gas pressure marginally exceeds the sum of the external water

pressure and the swelling pressure. (Horseman and Harrington, 1994).



3 Measurement methods

A complete review of the measurement methods of the gas-phase permeability, both

for the dissolution-diffusion processes and for combined flows, can be found in Harris

et al (1993) and Lineham (1989). Between the available methods, we have selected

a steady-state method: the flow measurement under constant pressure gradient. This

method let us the possibility of obtaining permeability values in a wide range of

average pressures.

3.1 Gas-permeability measurement

The gas permeability measurement is relevant to characterize the material structure

or intrinsic permeability, because permeability, in opposition to diffusion, is extremely

sensitive to the individual pore size.

The characteristics of the equipment, mainly the generation of controlled pressure

gradient and the measurement of mass-flow up- and down-stream of the sample, are

widely taken in advance to load the sample under several average pressures and

different pressure gradients.

a Constant in the test range.

• Increasing pressure gradient to obtain "breakthrough" or "over-flow".

In both cases, and due to the possibility of volume reduction of samples by the

compaction originated by the quasi-triaxial pressure applied, with the underlying

experimental error, the confining pressure applied on the sample can be regulated.

So, the system can apply a constant confining pressure or a constant effective stress

to the whole range of measures. The maximal pressure is reduced in the samples

with lower dry density.

3.1.1.1 Constant gradient tests

In this case the equipment works as a traditional constant head permeameter, with

the possibility of displacing the pressure load (average pressure) along the pressure

range (for sand-clay mixtures from 0,1 to 2,0 MPa).



The differential pressure that generates the gradient would be as low as possible, a

temptative value is 0,1 MPa. This difference must prevent the tested sample from lost

of pressure load and great variations in gas properties along the pathways inside.

The system permits to use higher differential pressures if it is considered useful.

In spite of the confining pressure is higher than the injection pressure at least in 0,6

MPa (value determined in the p-evious tests), this difference can be controlled during

the test.

This kind of test pretends to explain the expected increase in the gas mass-flow. So,

well changes in gas density and flow velocity, caused by the increase of the pressure

that regulates them; well others factors, as the opening of new gas pathways or

changes in the flux type, can explain and influence it.

3.1.1.2 Increasing gradient tests.

This measurement can be applied to all type of samples, but it is foreseen to use it

on almost water saturated samples (water content higher than 20%), where liquid

phase in the pore space could be displaced.

Here, the average pressure will be the main gas parameter, because the local

variables inside the tested sample remain unknown. The equipment will measure the

mass-flow to the "breakthrough" or " gas over-flow". In spite of the values measured

up- and down-stream, the outflow value will be taken as representative.

3.1.2 Comparison with water permeability coefficients

If Darcy's law controls the viscous flow of fluids, the permeability coefficient would be

the same for every fluid (this assumption is under some rapid permeability test). The

gas-flow is complicated because of other effects (as Klinkenberg's effect) and the

gas compressibility; but the permeability coefficient extrapolated at infinite pressure

would equalize the water permeability coefficient.

Comparison between data, from non-saturated materials and from water flow, could

be indicating variations in the pore structure under saturated conditions. So, the pore

water fills the pore-space and modifies the physical characteristics. This must occurs

in our expansive materials.
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3.2 Preliminary testing

Some preliminary test were perform with the original-designed equipment, to

establish the actual conditions we could expect during testing of samples, both

saturated and unsaturated.

First tests were carried on through the process displays, non-with digital recording,

verifying the mechanical function and the absence of leaks in the system. Second the

introduction of digital control let us to include the calibration of the sensors, as a

function of the gas type and pressure.

From these experiments, we can extract the following conclusions:

» The injection pressure increments produce transient peaks in the inlet flow that

does not correspond to the outlet flow.

a When the injection pressure values get closer to the confining pressure,

maintained constant, it produces the separation of the membrane characterised

by a gas flow of the same value than the maximum flow of the pressure controller.

The pressure difference is about 0.5 bar.

B Decreasing of this injection pressure produces the gas flow to disappear.

As part of this previous test, the pressure injection was increased during the last

phase by pressure steps of 1 bar, without major variations in flow. The injection

pressure decrease causes the immediate decreasing of flow, while confining

pressure is maintained.

3.3 Low-pressure equipment: steady-state method

The equipment is based on the measure of gas-flow under steady-state pressure

gradient, to calculate gas permeability in a wide range of pressures. The equipment

works like a constant head permeameter, with the possibility to change the head

value and measure directly the gas flow value.

The specimen is subject to a quasi-isotropic confining stress. The volumetric flow-

rate of the injected fluid and the downstream fluid, generated by an imposed

pressure gradient, are measured using different pairs of mass flow-meters,
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Three pressures transducers monitor set points of the in-going, out-going and

confining pressures and provide the feedback signals to the microprocessors of the

pressure controllers.

Confining pressure is directly applied on the sample by water, in spite of the

pressurizing fluid is nitrogen. Given the possibility that gas might leak past the

sheaths of sample, we have decided to inject gas and, so, displace the water from a

vessel. An impervious membrane separates water-gas interface.



4 Experimental Set-up and Procedure

4.1 Objectives

The experiments should be designed in order to enhance the understanding of the

gas migration processes in the Kunigel/sand mixture for a given range of well-defined

experimental conditions. The boundary and initial conditions (e.g. initial water

saturation, confining pressure) should match those of the mock-up and in-situ

experiments as closely as possible.

The main processes and factors expected to affect the gas migration during the

experiment are as follows:

• Nature, dry density, and degree of saturation of the clay material.

* Type and pressure of gas.

• Two-phase flow in a poro-elastic medium, including the effects of the spatial

variability of certain properties (e.g. porosity). The two-phase flow might or might

not also be weakly coupled to the state of stress.

• Fracture opening (pathway dilation) with presence of preferential pathways in the

material.

• "Break-through" phenomena as described by Gallé and Tanai (1998).

The experimental procedure aims to cover a range of flow regimes within which

either the first or the second category of processes may be the dominating one. For

instance, for low gas injection pressures (i.e. at pressures much lower than the

confining pressure) fracture opening is unlikely, whereas for high gas injection

pressures fracture opening might be the predominant process. In the tests proposed,

the aim is to investigate the different flow regimes by gradually increasing the inlet

gas pressure and monitoring flow rates and pressure.
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4.2 Specimen preparation & size

Samples are 3.81 cm in diameter and 7.68 cm in length. They are compacted from

granulates. The different materials needed (usually sand, bentonite and water) are

weighed to ensure that specimens are conformed to fixed dry density and a fixed

water content (target saturation).

The remoulded specimens are manufactured by uniaxial compaction sand-bentonite

mixtures in a mould. The specimens are extracted from the mould by a light,

mechanically applied pressure. The specimen surface is covered with vacuum

grease in order to finish it softly and prevent the formation of preferential pathways.

Figure 1: Installation of the sample in the triaxial cell.

The sample is placed between two end-caps, each one with a ceramic porous disc

completely dried, and jacketed in two latex sheaths, one thin-walled and another

thick-walled, to exclude confining fluid and prevent diffusion losses of gas. By this

way, we ensure gas flows through the sample with no peripheral pathways. The

space between the membranes was also filled with vacuum grease. The elastic
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properties of the latex and the combination of sizes guarantee interference fit

between the sample and the sheath.

At the end, the sample set is introduced in a modified commercial triaxial cell to

perform the gas permeability and the hydraulic conductivity tests. The tests are not

performed under real triaxial conditions (Figure 1).

In the case of the saturated samples, a 6 bar back pressure is applied to the sample

to achieve a steady state water flow, in order to assure a complete saturation; then

the sample is installed in the gas transport apparatus.

4.3 Experimental set-up: description and details

The equipment is based on the measure of gas-flow under steady-state pressure

gradient, to calculate gas permeability in a wide range of pressures. It is a

modification of Ball et al's system (1981), where pressure controllers substitute the

gas inflow and outflow chambers.

4.3.1 General description

The experimental set-up consists of a modified transparent triaxial cell connected to

the fittings of the measurement system (Figure 2). The equipment works like a

constant head permeameter, with the possibility to change the head value and

measure directly the gas flow value. The system applies the pressures to the sample

and registers flows and pressures from the measurement devices. In and outflow gas

rates, up and downstream pressure, and the confining pressure are monitored.

A high-pressure cylinder (300 cm3) acts as gas buffer, upstream the sample, to give

the required gas flow in case the sample breaks. A high-pressure gas drier is located

downstream the sample to prevent wrong measurements from the outlet flowmeters,

caused by moisture. Additionally, a second cell with a rigid stainless steel jacket has

been used for measuring, under low confining pressure (swelling pressure major

component), the transport of gas.

The injected fluid flow rates were measured using three pairs of HITECH mass

flowmeters with different measurement flow range: 0.2-10, 2-100 and 20-1000 STP
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cm3/min. It means that the minimum and maximum values measured without

uncertainty in the system is around 0.003 and 16.7 cm3/s, respectively.

Figure 2: Measuring system: general view.

The injection pressure of the upstream fluid and the confining pressure were

controlled using HITECH forward pressure controllers. The pressure of the

downstream fluid was not controlled (atmospheric pressure), but measured with 100-

mbarg DRUCK transmitters. Other three DRUCK transmitters, 40 bar a, monitor the

injection pressure, the outgoing pressure and the confining pressure.

The Data Acquisition System (DAS) that records and controls the whole set of

parameters includes the hardware (acquisition boards, the sensor conditioning and

the personal computer interface) and the application software.

The system is controlled by a personal computer, which allows flow-rate and

pressure data transmitted from the transducers to be controlled and recorded in. A

program computer written in Nl LabView prompts the system to transmit the data to

the computer at pre-set time intervals and records the data in disc files.

Typical acquisition rate is one scan per min. The apparatus is assembled in an air-

conditioned room, maintained at 20 ± 2 °C.
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4.4 Test of the gas tightness of the equipment

Prior to start the tests, the inlet system is tested for leaks: different pressure steps

were imposed on the injection lines while the system is closed. The system works

with continuous gas supply and does not need to monitor small pressure drops.

These values must be documented through several phases of the tests. In addition,

all fitted have been tested with a leak spray at the highest pressure of the system (up

to 2 MPa).

4.5 Experimental set-up improvement

In the preliminary test, a gas pressure of 3 to 4 bars was required to induce a

detectable gas flow at the inlet of the sample. A gas pressure of about 12 bar was

sufficient for gas flow to be detected at the outlet. The confining pressure was 15 bar.

The injected gas (N2) is dry, which induces a drying out of the sample during the gas

injection experiment. This phenomenon has already been observed in the preliminary

test.

Some characteristics of the system, both hardware and software, related to the

rational of the experiment have been improved: incremental pressure steps, water

saturation of the injection gas, water expelled out the sample, using of confining

pressure vs a rigid jacket.

Also, two alternative test procedures are foreseen: (i) multi-step constant pressure

tests with short pressure steps and fine pressure increments; (ii) multi-step constant

head tests with long pressure steps but coarse pressure increments. The confining

pressure should be increased to 25 bar. The maximal gas pressure should be in the

range of 20 bar (comparable to the expected gas pressure in the in-situ experiment)

Other improvements of the apparatus (e.g. reduction of the downstream chamber

volume) will be included to refine the low flow measurements.

4.5.1 Incremental pressure steps scheme

Modification of the injection pressure-steps to the new schemes has been

incorporated to the application software without major problems.
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4.5.2 Injected gas and wetting-drying processes in the samples

Due to the high saturation of the sample, the injection gas (dried N2) must be water

saturated to inhibit the sample to dry. So, the gas bubbles through a saturation

vessel, partially filled with water, located between the outlet gas flow meter and the

upstream side of the sample.

The water level in the vessel cannot be monitored, due to the volume of gas bubbles.

4.5.3 Water expelled out of the sample

A device was added to the sample outlet to measure the volume of water expelled

out of the sample, by changes in the water level. Since the gas outlet is connected to

atmosphere, it was not considered necessary to set the measuring system connected

to the downstream end of the sample under backpressure.

The main problem observed is the presence of gas bubbles in the line with

continuous variation of the water level, even with complete displacement of water in

the line to the maximum value of the system (around 100 mbar g). This makes

impossible the measurement of the water level.

4.5.4 Confining pressure

Kunigel/sand mixture swelling pressure is estimated to range from 1 to 3 bars. A

preliminary experiment with a saturated sample and a confining pressure of 6 bar

(initial saturation >98%) was performed. After more than 100 hours with pressure

injections higher than 4 bar (maximum value 5.5 bar), no clear indications of gas flow

through the sample were observed.

Increasing the gas injection pressure above the confining pressure would give a

"balloon effect" in the elastic rubber membrane. This was avoided by using a rigid

cell. However, the formation of preferential pathways to gas flow along the cell wall

has to be considered.

4.6 Final characteristics of the measurement equipment

This chapter includes the description of the test cell and the general layout of the

measurement equipment with the location of sensors and actuators.
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4.6.1 Tests cell

The test cell is a modification of a commercial triaxial cell. The cell walls are

manufactured from transparent plastic and are capable of withstanding pressures to

2700 kPa. Each cell has four take-off positions drilled in the base; 1 for top

drainage/back pressure; 2 for bottom drainage/pore pressure, and 1 for confining

pressure.

Four no volume changes valves are connected to the ports and an anvil fits the cell

head.

4.6.2 Tubing, fitting and valves

All the SWAGELOK fitting materials and valves are made from stainless steel,

SS316. The SANVICK tubing material is SS316 1/8". The WHITEY gas cylinders are

from SS304 or SS316. The maximum leakage rate that manufacturer assures at

each valve packing is around 0.1 cm3/min at 68 bars g.

4.6.3 Water/nitrogen separator

An OLAER's pressure accumulator (to 330 bar) with an elastic membrane acts as

separator between the nitrogen and the water phases of the confining pressure

system.

4.6.4 Gas buffer

A WHITEY gas sample cylinder (300 cm3), placed before the sample, eliminates the

fluctuations introduced by the pressure controller in the flow measurement. Also, it

permits to keep constant the expected flow even in case of pneumatic fracturing.

4.6.5 High-pressure gas drier

An ALTECH high-pressure gas drier (130 bar g, 200 cm3) placed before the outlet

flowmeters eliminates the moisture to avoid wrong measurement of flow. The gas

drier removes moisture to 22 g H2O capacity, oil small aliphatic components, HCI,

SO2, NO2, H2S y CO2, using a molecular sieve 5 Á.
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4.6.6 Gas Mass flowmeters

HI-TEC Gas mass flowmeters operate on a principle of heat transfer by sensing the

temperature increment along a heated section of a capillary tube. They are calibrated

to the consigned conditions: gas type He, pressure 20 bar a, and temperature 25°C.

The output signal is 4-20 mA. The ranges and references (model and S/N) are shown

in Table 1.

Application software, such as FLOW CALCULATIONS from HITECH, enables to

calculate accurate conversion factors from the calibration data, not only at 20°C/1

atm (as shown in the conversion table, App.1, Instruction manual) but also at any

temperature/pressure combination). This software has been used to calculate the

conversion factors to be applied.

Table 1: References of the Gas Mass Fiowmeters.

REFERENCE

FT1

FT2

FT3

FT4

FT5

FT6

MODEL

F-110C-HD-33-V

F-111C-HD-33-V

F-111C-HA-22-V

F-110C-HD-33-V

F-111C-HD-33-V

F-111C-HD-22-V

FLOW (cm3/min)

0.2-10

2-100

20-1000

0.2-10

2-100

20-1000

SERIAL No

9724208 A

9724208 C

99203188 C

9724208 B

9724208 D

99203188 D

4.6.7 Pressure controllers

HI-TEC Gas forward pressure controllers are calibrated to the consigned conditions:

gas type He and temperature 25°C, at different pressures and maximum flow

capacities. The output and control signals are 0-5 V. The maximum differential

pressure is 30 bar. The ranges and references (model and S/N) are shown in Table

2.

The OUTPICO and OUTPIC1 controllers give the consigned gas injection pressure to

the system. The OUTPIC2 controller regulates the internal pressure within the

nitrogen/water separator, which water acts as confining medium on the sample

membrane.
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Table 2: Gas pressure controllers.

REFERENCE

OUTPICO

OUTPIC1

OUTPIC2

MODEL

P-602C-FA-100A

P-602C-FA-100A

P-612C-FA-400A

FLOW
(STP cm3/min)

1000

1000

100

PRESSURE

75 bar a

25 bar a

75 bar g

SERIAL No

99203188 A

99204464 A

9724208 E

4.6.8 Pressure transmitters

Associated with the pressure controllers, DRUCK pressure transmitters, PTX1400

series, have been placed at several points. The inlet port of the triaxial cell (injection

pressure), the inlet port of the water/nitrogen separator (confining pressure), the

outlet of the system (atmospheric pressure), and the base of the drainage water

column (water level or volume drainage) are monitored.

Figure 3: Measuring system: view of the hydro-pneumatic components.
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Transmitters range 40 bar a (0.25% BSL), except that which measures the water

column (100-mbar g). The output signal is 4-20 mA. The ranges and references

(model and S/N) are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Pressure transmitters.

REFERENCE

PT1

PT2

PT3

PT4

MODEL

PTX1400

PTX1400

PTX1400

PTX1400

PRESSURE

•'-0 bar a

40 bar a

40 bar g

100 mbarg

SERIAL No

PO1964/02

PO1964/01

PO1964/04

RO2072/07

Figure 4: Installation of the sample: detail of the connection to the system
measuring.

4.7 Test procedure: phases

Multi-step constant pressure procedure was chosen as initial testing for mixtures,

with short pressure steps (1 hour) and small pressure increments. Increasing gas

pressure steps (0.15 bar) were applied on the sample until gas flow was detected at

the outlet of the sample. The maximal gas pressure was estimated to be in the range

of 20 bar (comparable to the expected gas pressure in the ILLR). All pressure values

are absolute.
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The selected test procedure emphasises the characterisation of an injection pressure

that is much lower than the confining pressure. The time for one entire test run was

estimated to last approximately 30 days.

4.7.1 Phase 1: Initial increasing of the injection pressure

Prescribed pressure increases are applied until gas flow is detected at the sample

inlet:

• Start injecting gas with an initial pressure of 1.15 bar a. Confining pressure is 6

barg.

a If no gas flow is detected at the inlet after about 1 hour, increase the injection

pressure by 0.15 bar. This step may be repeated up to get a value of injection

pressure close to initial confining pressure.

4.7.2 Phase 2: Maintaining of the injection pressure

Prescribed pressure step at the end of phase 1 is continued (max. 2 working days)

until gas flow is detected at the sample outlet:

• Continue the measurement of gas flow at the sample inlet.

» Observe the gas flow at the outlet.

• Observe the water level at the outlet of the saturated sample.

4.7.3 Phase 3: High increasing of the injection pressure

If no gas flow and water level changes are detectable at the outlet after 2 working

days of phase 2, increase the injection pressure by 2 bar every day. Accordingly,

confining pressure must be also increased in the same rate.

In total, 7 working days are required to increase the pressure up to the value of 20

bar absolute: the maximal pressure we expected to used in the experiment.

4.7.4 Phase 4: Steady state gas flow

Injection pressure is constant; gas flow is observed at sample inlet and outlet:
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a Continue the injection of gas at a constant pressure until a constant trend is

identified in the observed flow rates (max. 1 working day).

4.7.5 Phase 5:

No gas is injected; observation of recovery:

a Close the valve at the inlet port.

a Monitor the recovery to atmospheric pressure at the inlet port (max. 1 working

day).

m The samples must be visually inspected after the completion of the experiments.

No major emphasis is made on the determination of the gas flow paths.

After the completion of the test, measurement of the state of the specimen is

conducted. The specimen is sliced and a profile of water content along the gas path

determined by standard laboratory techniques.
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5 Characteristics of the data acquisition system (DAS)

A Data Acquisition System (DAS) records the values from the sensors and actuators

in the measurement system.

5.1 Signals

The DAS registers 12 analogic signals: 6 signals (4-20 mA) from the flowmeters, 3

signals (4-20 mA) from pressure transmitters, and 3 signals (0-5 V) from the pressure

controllers. The DAS also manages the pressure controllers by output signals (0-5

V).

5.2 Hardware

Two National Instrument's acquisition boards, with their accessories, installed in a

personal computer perform the data recording and control. The whole set is

composed by:

Multifunction I/O board (16/2 ch): AT-MIO-16E-10

Analog output board (2 ch): PC-AO-2DC

Connector block: CB-68LP

Connector block: CB-50

Cable (68 pins, 1m): R6868

Cable (1m): NB1

The set has 16 Singled Ended or 8 differential with programmable gain (12-bit

resolution, 100 kS/s) inputs and 4 analogic outputs (12 bits). The free channels are

available to future expansions.

The specific software runs under Windows 95 in a personal computer. Precision

resistances (250 Q, 0.1%) at the 4-20 mA inputs complete the installed hardware.

5.3 Software

A specific runtime application developed for this test, with Nl LabVIEW, permits to

manage the system. It controls the data acquisition by user, showing the real time

values of the sensors and their plots.
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LabVIEW is a development environment that lets to create programs for custom data

acquisition, test and measurement solutions. The LabVIEW data-logging and

supervisory control (DSC) module adds features and capabilities to LabVIEW to

create automation applications or applications that must keep track of a large number

of data points (National Instruments, 2000 a-d).
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6 Software

To control the instrumentation and the data acquisition a software application was

developed with the Nl LabVIEW Data-logging and Supervisory Control (DSC)

Module, which was chosen for many of its built-in features, including alarming, real-

time and historical database, data trend viewing, networking and user security.

The main user interface window is shown in Figure 5, which represents a diagram of

the experimental set-up.

Fue Edit Operate Tools Brome Window Help

•»!<fl:©|H|

Pin Selpoint FID Value

- ~ !500 003

POSelpoht PIC2 Value

-. SOO 002

PT1 | | PT3

•10.00 1 " u u u " P -1000

rin n n n ffh

FT3

000

export

alarm;
alarm :umrr!3ry :!¿tu:

PT2

•10 DO

PT4

•25 05

íí active ¿¡arm; any ¿larm?

HTV j Ó

a unack aíairrc sny unack alarmé
graph j ^ A

•J

ñC3Se!pctnl PIQVakie

-.13.00 0.00

Figure 5: Front Panel of LabVIEW Data Acquisition System.

Continuous real-time data is acquired from sensors and displayed on the main panel.

The user can set the desired set points for the three pressure controllers used in the

experimental set-up: the P1C1 and PIC2 set point controllers give the consigned gas

injection pressure to the system, and the PIC3 set point regulates the internal

pressure within the nitrogen/water separator.

The alarm summary status indicator provides information about the presence and

number of active and unacknowledged alarms. These alarms are activated when

pressure levels are out of specified ranges.
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The main panel also provides controls for automatic data logging, alarm

management, channel plotting and data exporting.

The networking feature in LabVIEW DSC makes easy to implement remote control,

which allows the user to control and monitor the instrumentation from another

computer in a remote location. For this purpose the same application software with

minor changes was installed on a different PC on the same local network.

The main program features as well as the corresponding graphical user interfaces

are described below in detail.

6.1 Data Logging and Export

When the Scanning button is on, data are continuously logged to a special database

used by LabVIEW DSC called "Citadel".

;j>J Data export

File name

1

Start time

JJ2V04/2002

Stop time

d(13:03:13
»i 22/04/2002

Interval (seconds)

3P5 I

Channel list

C0NPIC1
C0NPIC1
CQNPIC2
C0NPIC2

. C0NPIC3
CONPIC3
DIF1_2
FT1
FT1
FT2
FT2
FT3
FT3
FT4
FT4

Export '

Figure 6: Panel Window for Exporting Channel Data.

By pressing the export button, logged data can be exported in a spreadsheet format

to an ASCII file, suitable for Microsoft Excel and other spreadsheet applications

(Figure 6). On the export window the user can select the file name, the channels to

be exported, the time range and the interval (in seconds) between data points.
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6.2 Alarms

The main program window provides alarm status flags to detect high and low

pressure conditions, and also shows the number of active and unacknowledged

alarms. The alarms button placed on the front panel opens a new window where the

user can view and acknowledge alarms (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Alarm and Event Display.

6.3 Security

The data acquisition program also provides security by enabling different levels of

access to specific users. Two different user accounts were created for this purpose:

administrator and operator. When LabVlEW DSC initially start-up, it prompts the user

for a user name and password. The administrator user can change the control

parameters on the experiment. However, the operator user is not authorised to

modify control values.

6.4 Graphs

The Historical Trend Viewer (HTV) button calls a tool that retrieves data directly from

the database and displays the data in a chart (Figure 8). The HTV interface shows a
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dialog to choose which channels to display. The arrow buttons allow the user to

quickly scroll through the logged data and the "time span" parameter determines how

much time the x-axis will display.

File Viewei

C0NPIC2 |C0NPIC3 f S l ' l

75- : t 75- ñ —
©̂ +

= E =

Running

50-

C0NP1C3
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5 0 - i

25 - - j 2 5 - ;

12:14:53
04/22/2002 l< I « I < I > I » I >l I Live | 04/l||oo2

Timespan | 44:59

Available Data Data Display

18:03:57
04/04/2002

12:57:35
. 04/22/2002

Figure 8: Historical Trend Viewer Interface.
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Figure 9: Channel Evolution Window.
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Alternatively, the user may select the graph option that opens a window with a more

simply and friendly interface than the previous one, where the user can select the

channel to be plotted and the time interval for showing data (Figure 9).
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7 Client application

A LabVIEW DSC application contains three parts: the graphical interface or HMI

application, the Tag Engine and device servers (Figure 10). The Tag Engine, with

any device servers, runs as a separate process independent of the HMI application.

Data
Graphical Interface

presentation

Data .
Tag Engine > M M M ^

processing ~- DATABASE

\
Data

. . . . Servers
acquisition

Figure 10: Stand alone application scheme.

In a multi-machine environment, the architecture is similar to a stand-alone system,

however the client is running on another machine in the network. The client's Tag

Engine uses network tags to communicate with the server Tag Engine. However, the

networking response is transparent to the client Vl's. They can use the HMI Wizard to

read or write the same tag names that were on the single user system (Figure 11).

Many times is useful to can change experiment parameters from a remote location.

Researchers can be working in their computers while they watch over their

experiments. In our case experiments are several days long and data sensors

change very slow during the most of the time. It would be a time waste that a

researcher was permanently looking out for the experiment. And it is uncomfortable

to must interrupt your work, stand up and go to the laboratory several times each

day.

For that reasons we developed a client application (Figure 12). This runs in another

computer in the network. Using this client a user can see the present data in sensors
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and revise historical data. If the user has the security level required, he can change

the pressure controller set points. He can export historical data to an ASCII file. All

options work like in the server application.

Client computer

HMl Application

Local computer

DB files

Í t
HMl Application

CITADEL

Tag Engine Tag Engine

I/O hardware

Figure 11: Client-server application scheme

Figure 12: Client front panel.

fite Edit Opaale Tools Jrowse Window He!p

13; 56
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8 Data reduction and results

Due the amount of data points, filtering has been applied to the data set to plot the

flow-pressure/time curves. The flow-meter value must be corrected with calibration

factors, as a function of the used gas, the temperature and the pressure of the

system, by a HITECH's software application. Results are presented as performance

evaluation of the system. No interpretation of the data in terms of conceptual models

or hydraulic parameters is provided.

Reference

BSJ-90NS

BSJ-10S

BSJ-10S2

Test
duration
(hours)

90

160

96

Table 4: Resume of the performed

Confining
pressure
(bar a)

7

7

N/A

B.P.: Breakthrough Pressure T.P.

1s l gas flow
indication

(bar a/bar a)

3.5

3.3

1.4

1S1 cycle
B.P./T.P.

(bar a/bar a)

4.3 / 3.3

4.5 / 2.2

1.8/1.4

: Threshold Pressure Dd:

2nd cycle
B.P./T.P.

(bar a/bar a)

2.6/2.2

2.3 / 2.2

1.6/1.6

Dry density

tests.

3rd cycle
B.P./T.P.

(bar a/bar a)

2.4/2.2

2.2/1.8

1.6/1.6

Sr: Saturation

Dd
(g/cm3)

1.84

1.82

1.79

index

Sri
(%)

0.9

1.0

1.0

,f: initia

Srf
(%)

0.71

0.92

0.96

, final

These results present data from three final tests (Table 4 and Figure 13 to Figure

15): one unsaturated (BSJ-90NS) and two saturated (with elastic membrane, BSJ-

10S, and with rigid jacket, BSJ-10S2). Minimal gas-outflow to consider gas

breakthrough without uncertainty is 0.2 STP cm3/min. All pressure units are bar

absolute (bar a).

8.1 Sample at 0.9 saturation

The results in sample at 0.9 saturation are presented in Figure 13. The main aspects

to notice are:

® Duration of test is about 90 hours and includes three rounds on the sample.

• Confining pressure on the elastic membrane is about 7.

® In the first round, gas-outflow indication is observed at 3.5 pressure, while gas

breakthrough pressure is 4.3, and gas out-flow blocking pressure is about 3.3.
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Figure 13: Pressure / Out-flow versus time for 0.9 saturation sample

These values decrease in the two following test rounds to similar values for each

category: gas breakthrough pressure between 2.6 and 2.45; blocking pressure about

2.2. They are close to the expected value of swelling pressure in the saturated

mixture.

Some drying was caused in sample caused by handling to slice it, but it is not the

cause of the observed drying process. The final average water content of the sample

was about 0.71.

8.2 Sample at complete saturation confined into an elastic membrane

The results in confined sample at full saturation, into an elastic membrane, are

presented in Figure 14. The main aspects to notice are:

«• Duration of test is about 160 hours and includes three rounds on the sample. A

power supply failure affected the test during 20 hours.

® Confining pressure on the elastic membrane is about 7.

« In the first round, gas-outflow indication is observed at 3.3 pressure, while gas

breakthrough pressure is 4.5, and gas out-flow blocking pressure is about 2.2.
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Figure 14: Pressure / Out-flow versus time for saturated sample within elastic
membrane

These values decrease in the two following test rounds to similar values for each

category: gas breakthrough pressure about 2.2; blocking pressure between 2.2 and

1.8. They remain similar to the values from previous sample but are closer to the

expected value of swelling pressure in the saturated mixture, as could be expected.

The small amount of gas through the sample does not dry the sample. The final

average water content of the sample was about 0.92.

8.3 Sample at complete saturation confined into a rigid jacket

The results in confined sample at full saturation, into a rigid jacket, are presented in

Figure 15. The main aspects to notice are:

» Duration of test is about 96 hours and includes three rounds on the sample.

® Confining pressure is not applicable here. Swelling pressure of mixture seals the

sample.

® In the first round, gas-outflow indication is observed at 1.4 bar pressure, while gas

breakthrough pressure is 1.85, and gas out-flow blocking pressure is about 1.6.
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Figure 15: Pressure / Out-flow versus time for saturated sample
within rigid jacket

These values decrease in the two following test rounds to similar values for both

categories: gas breakthrough pressure and blocking pressure around of 1.65 bar.

They remain similar but lower than the values from previous sample, and more

homogeneous respect to the expected value of swelling pressure in the saturated

mixture, as could be expected.

Expelled water volume is strongly related to the gas outflow but not good volume

measurement has been possible, due to the full fill of the installed capillary.

The small amount of gas through the sample does not dry the sample. The final

average water content of the sample was about 0.96.

8.4 Modification of the Darcy's law

Permeability coefficient is a specific property of a porous material and it must be

independent from both the wetting fluid properties and the transport mechanisms, if

the porous medium does not react with the fluid. This is the supposition for the gas

transport; exception made for the highest pressures.
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Gas flow in porous media presents several special characteristics that difference it

from liquid flow. The more important is the gas compressibility that changes locally

both volumetric flow and pore velocity (Horseman et al, 1996).

If it integrates the differential Darcy's equation under the adequate condition for the

gas flow (at constant temperature and steady-state, pressure times the velocity is

constant along the sample), we obtain for constant pressures:

where V2 = Q2/A is the velocity (m-s"1), Q2 is the volumetric gas flux (m3-s*1), at

standard temperature and pressure (STP), A (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the

specimen, /e(m2) is the gas permeability, p. (Pa-s"1) is the viscosity of the gas, Pi (Pa)

is the pressure of the gas just inside the specimen at the upstream end and P2 (Pa) is

the pressure at the downstream end, and Pave=(Pi+P2)/2 is the average pressure in

the medium, and Ap is the differential pressure imposed through the length of the

sample, L

Otherwise, in a highly compressible fluid like gas, the pressure gradient is not

independent from location in the material and the volumetric flow will be significantly

different at each point even in steady-state. Anyway, in these steady conditions and

assuming continuum gas transport properties, the molecular flow must be preserved

through the medium and so, the Darcy's equation could be reconstructed in terms of

the molecular flow, J:

Q2=-(vmi9kA/f¡)fá-I?)f(2R TL)=(vmslpkA/M R T\Pme){AP/L)

J=-{kAPavJjuRT){AP/L)

where vmstp=0.0224 m3-mo!"1) is the molar volume of the gas at STP (CRC, 1995), f?

(8.314 J-mol"1K"1) is the gas constant, 7(K) is the temperature.

Considering that the apparent matric suction for these almost saturated materials is

"zero", the downstream gas pressure value, P2, is directly the water backpressure at

the downstream end. Here, the atmospheric pressure taken as zero reference.
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So, once data provided by the sensors show that flowing is maintained at a constant

rate, with the upstream gas pressure at steady state; gas permeability can be

calculated using the equations above.

8.5 Qualitative analysis

Plots of gas permeability against net mean stress, s, which is the difference between

the confining stress acting on the specimen and the average internal gas pressure,

must be indicative of the tendency of the gas pathways to dilate or close with

changes in their internal pressure.

According to Horseman et al (1999), the history starts at the gas breakthrough point,

passes through the primary peak and evolves to the first steady-state. The increase

in gas permeability along the initial section of this line is indicative of decreasing

resistance to flow, resulting from the dilation of pathways. Maximum permeability

occurs some time after the peak pressure.

8.6 Gas migration under ILLWR conditions

Gas generation will produce an increase over the previous hydrostatic pressure, so it

would be expected that gas flow through the buffer, driven by a pressure gradient,

would be the preferential escape pathway (Wikramaratna et al, 1993).

Under repository conditions, for gas pressure lower than the swelling pressure of the

mixtures, depressurisation of the gas in the void space around the wastes must be

regulated by the Fickian diffusion of gas molecules in the buffer pore-water. Due to

the very low diffusive capacity of the mixtures, conservative gas generation rates

could generate gas overpressures that would drive gas advection in the buffer, after

gas breakthrough. So, the function of the repository at geological scale importance

needs to take the mechanisms of solution-diffusion into account.

Laboratory experiments confirm that gas penetration of initially water-saturated buffer

clay occurs when the gas pressure slightly exceeds the expected swelling pressure

(in our case the groundwater pressure is zero reference, that is the atmospheric

pressure).
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When gas injection is repeated in laboratory specimens, the breakthrough pressure

is found to be significantly lower than for the virgin clay, showing that the gas

pathways do not disappear completely over an experimental time-scale.

When gas pressure is decreased after break-through in these experiments, the gas

flow stops spontaneously after a lower threshold value, referred to as the shut-in

pressure. The shut-in pressure seems to be sensitive to the swelling pressure of the

mixtures and can be interpreted as the lowest value of internal gas pressure that is

capable of maintaining an interconnected network of gas-permeable pathways in the

mixture.

There is evidence to suggest that the capillary threshold for gas entry into the initially

saturated clay is of such a large magnitude that normal two phase flow, accompanied

by the direct displacement of the pore-water, is impossible. The clay always ruptures

at a gas pressure that is lower than the conventional gas-entry pressure, regardless

of the rate of gas pressure increase.

This can be explained by the extreme narrowness of the inter-particle spaces in

buffer bentonite, the very strong physico-chemical interaction between water

molecules and the clay surface (i.e. surface adsorption and cation hydration forces),

and the impossibly large meniscus curvatures associated with gas penetration of

original porosity.
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9 Summary and conclusions

A new experimental set-up to measure gas fluxes in candidate ILLWR materials have

been developed with the associated experimental procedures. A specific application

developed for this test, with National Instruments LabVIEW DSC, permits to manage

the system. It corurols the data acquisition showing the real time values of the

sensors and their plots. A client interface lets to follow the experiment course from a

far location.

9.1 Experimental development

Controlled gas migration experiments were performed in a new equipment with sand-

bentonite mixtures: two possible candidates for disposal clay-engineered barrier, one

in Japan other in Spain, have been used to check the system.

By simultaneously applying a confining pressure and a backpressure, specimens can

be quasi-isotropically consolidated and water-saturated under predetermined

effective stress conditions, before injecting gas using a controlled-pressure buffer.

Experiments allowed measuring in-going and out-going gas fluxes and pressures, as

well as the confining pressure, to calculate gas permeability, and to estimate gas

transport threshold pressures in sand-clay mixtures.

The experimental set-up has already been successfully tested under medium-low

pressure conditions. Improvements of the apparatus (e.g. reduction of the upstream

chamber volume because large gas volumes here lead to very lengthy experimental

transients) are planned.

9.2 Gas-transport measurement in compacted clay mixtures

It was observed that gas transport starts at a gas threshold pressure called gas entry

pressure. A second threshold pressure - the breakthrough pressure - was detected

for sharp gas outflow increase.

Previous studies on gas migration in highly compacted clay materials showed that

the breakthrough pressure was equal to the sum of the clay swelling pressure and
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water back pressure (Gallé and Tanai, 1998; Gallé, 2000). Similar results were

obtained for these mixtures.

Results suggest that gas moves through a network of crack-like pathways formed by

tensile (or extensile) rupture of the clay fabric. In the absence of these pathways,

initially water-saturated bentonite is totally impermeable to gas (Horseman et al.,

1997).

Multistage testing, using a stepped pressure history, revealed threshold values for

gas breakthrough significantly lower than in virgin material, that can be explained in

terms of the opening and closing of these gas-conducting cracks under varying

internal gas pressure.

Evidences suggest that the capillary threshold for gas entry is of such a magnitude

that normal two-phase flow is impossible. Gas entry and breakthrough are therefore

accompanied by the development of pathways that propagate through the buffer

mixture from gas source to sink.

In the absence of these pressure-induced pathways, initially water-saturated mixtures

are impermeable to gas.
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